WARRANTY CONDITIONS
FOR UPKEEPING AND TREATING UNIFORMS, OFFERED BY BONITA STYLE Ltd.

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR CORRECT USAGE
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CARE LABEL
INSTRUCTIONS

Please, keep the general care instructions inside of the clothes and pay attention to the table below in case you need further
information for specific conditions.

GENERAL CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

“BONITA STYLE” is certified and operates a quality control system
ISO 9001:2008.
In conformity with the requirements of this system and the procedures
applied, “BONITA STYLE” guarantees that all products manufactured
by the company, fulfill the requirements of the ВDS standard and the
European standards for security and quality of the goods and services.
All commodities offered herewith have a guarantee of six months.
The validity of this guarantee covers all materials used when factory
defects are found out, as well as the production quality of the
commodities when all requirements are kept that are prescribed by the
manufacturer regarding the treatment and preservation of the garments.
The guarantee does not cover mechanical and chemical damages of
the fabrics caused by the Customer when used and treated.

1/ When you wash the clothes, it is advisable to match the colours because of different stability.
In case of matching dark colours with light ones we highly recommend you first to do tests. It
is permited to use colour catcher sheets, as well as Perwoll.
2/ We advise you to dry all knitted articles horizontally. Otherwise you take a risk of streching
the knitted fabrics.
3/ You need to use the 'Delicates, hand-wash, wool' program on your washing machine in case
of washing woollen articles with slower spin. DO NOT use dryer.
4/ DO NOT IRON knitted elastic elements (knitted cardigan and pullovers, elastic belts,
elastic cuffs and 'bias cutted' zones of the pullovers ). Still if there is a need of ironing DO
NOT USE STEAM!
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5/ DO NOT STRETCH pullovers' neckline by undressing. This action can cause thread
tearing. It is advisable to undress pullovers overhead without stretching.

6/ WASH, DRY, IRON: It is recommended to wash clothes max at 40º and 600/800
cycle/min. Dryer usage is not recommended. Avoid direct sunlight.
7/ SCHOOL LOGOS are not suitable for ironing of the front part. Max. temperature 90°.

4. WARRANTY CONDITIONS

CLAIM: The goods purchased can be replaced or sent back when a factory defect is found out within 30 days from
the date of their receipt against the order form. The goods sent back have to be with the original package and label.
Garments with mechanical or chemical damages of the fabrics caused by the Customer when used and
treated, are not accepted.
REFUSAL OF GOODS: Please, be informed that considered from 13 June 2014 in EU you have the rgiht to
refuse your purchase in term of 14 days. You cannot use stocks, buyed before your decision to cancel the purchase.
The right of refusal does not mean you can use stocks for free in term of 14 days. This term is not valid for
custom-made stocks (for example: suits, made to order).

ITEMS REQUIRING YOUR ATTENTION
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№

ARTICLE

MATERIAL / COLOR

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Attention! Please, be aware of the following instructions in case you need further information about
T-shirts type 'Lacoste' or cotton textile and knitted-fabrics:

2.1

COAT and VEST with lining

65/35 Polyester/Viscose;
Lining 100% Viscose

They're used fusible materials for facial cloth;
Dry clean only; Do not wash

2.2

TIE

100% Polyester / Polyester Silk
Jacquard Fabric

Dry clean only; Do not wash

2.3

T-shirt type "Lakoste" / long and
short sleeve

100% Cotton

According to the attached CARE INSTRUCTIONS; Dryer usage is
not recommended; Drying may cause shrinkage of the garment in
size to 2-3

2.4

SWEATSHIRTS with colored
lining and other garments, made
in a combination of different
colours

100% Cotton;
93/7 Cotton/Elastane

According to the attached CARE INSTRUCTIONS; Only machine
washing; When washing use a centrifuge at 800 cycle/min and
optional colour catcher sheets; IT'S NOT RECOMMENDED HAND
WASHING AND SOAKING

NB! Our designers make all parts of the school uniforms having in mind the materials we use shrink in case of
washing. This principle is observed for every size and each part of the uniform.

2.5

Knitted CARDIGANS and
SWEATERS

Cotton/Polyester 50/50;
Wool/Polyester 50/50

According to the GENERAL CARE INSTRUCTIONS /p.1/

1.2 The information previously mentioned is valid for all products made out of cotton textile and knitted-fabrics T-shirts, sweatshirts, sport pants, etc.

2.6

Short and 3/4 SOCKS /
TIGHTS

Cotton/Elastane

Machine wash up to 30°C; Do not bleach;
Do not machine-dry

1.1. During shrinkage tests ( washing and drying ) of T-shirts type 'Lacoste' we determine 5-10% shrinkage by
length, which means 3-7 centimetres. This is observed a single time only. If you have the intention of changing
the length by making corrections we highly recommend you to do it after washing the clothes at home.

Bonita Style Ltd.

